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In applied measurement, test scores are usually
transformed to decisions. Analogous to classical
test theory, the reliability of decisions has been de-
fined as the consistency of decisions on a test and a
retest or on two parallel tests. Coefficient kappa
(Cohen, 1960) is used for assessing the consistency
of decisions. This coefficient has been developed for
assessing agreement between nominal scales. It is
argued that the coefficient is not suited for as-
sessing consistency of decisions. Moreover, it is ar-
gued that the concept consistency of decisions is not
appropriate for assessing the quality of a decision
procedure. It is proposed that the concept con-
sistency of decisions be replaced by the concept
optimality of the decision procedure. Two types of
optimality are distinguished. The internal optimal-
ity is the risk of the decision procedure with respect
to the true score the test is measuring. The external
optimality is the risk of the decision procedure with
respect to an external criterion. For assessing the
optimality of a decision procedure, coefficient delta
(van der Linden & Mellenbergh, 1978), which can
be considered a standardization of the Bayes risk or
expected loss, can be used. Two loss functions are
dealt with: the threshold and the linear loss func-
tions. Assuming psychometric theory, coefficient
delta for internal optimality can be computed from
empirical data for both the threshold and the linear
loss functions. The computation of coefficient delta
for external optimality needs no assumption of psy-
chometric theory. For six tests coefficient delta as
an index for internal optimality is computed for
both loss functions; the results are compared with
coefficient kappa for assessing the consistency of
decisions with the same tests.
In applied psychological and educational measurement, test scores are used for making deci-
sions. A very common decision problem is to classify subjects into two categories, for example, pass-
fail decisions in education or acceptance-rejection decisions for applicants for jobs or for special
treatments, such as psychotherapy or remedial teaching. These problems will be called dichotomous-
decision problems (Mellenbergh, Koppelaar, & van der Linden, 1977). Dichotomous-decision prob-
lems are a special case of multiple-decision problems: In multiple-decision problems, subjects are
classified into more than two categories (Ferguson, 1967, p. 10). An example is the assignment of
grades to the scores on an achievement test.
In classical test theory the reliability of a test is defined as the squared correlation coefficient be-
tween observed score and true score (Lord & Novick, 1968, p. 61). It can be shown that this squared
correlation equals the correlation between parallel tests (Lord & Novick, 1968, p. 63). Therefore, an
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appropriate procedure for assessing the reliability of a test is correlating two parallel forms or two ad-
ministrations of the test. In classical test theory the (predictive) validity of a test is defined as the cor-
relation between the observed score and a criterion score. Consequently, the validity of a test can be
assessed by the usual procedure for estimating the correlation between two variables. Note how the
definitions of reliability and validity contain the concept of correlation; it follows that the reliability of
a test is identical to its validity with respect to a parallel test.
For dichotomous decisions it has been suggested that the concept reliability of decisions, anal-
ogous to the reliability of test scores, be used and that the reliability of decisions be assessed by deter-
mining their consistency. Carver (1970) and Jackson (1970) suggested the consistency of decisions on
parallel forms of a test, while Hambleton and Novick (1973) suggested that the consistency of deci-
sions can be assessed on two administrations of the same test. According to the latter authors, the
definition and determination of the validity of decisions would take a comparable form, with a new
test providing a dichotomy against which the decisions would be validated. Swaminathan, Hamble-
ton, and Algina (1974) proposed the use of coefficient kappa (Cohen, 1960) for assessing the con-
sistency of decisions. iu t his paper the above reasoning is questioned.
In the first section the use of coefficient kappa for assessing decision consistency is investigated.
Both the dual administration procedure of Swaminathan, Hambleton, and Algina (1974) and the
single administration procedures of Huynh (1976b) and Subkoviak (1976, undated) are presented and
reviewed. Coefficient kappa was introduced by Cohen (1960) as a coefficient of agreement between
nominal scales, especially suited to assessing agreement between clinical judgments. Assessing the
consistency of decisions is, however, a different and less appropriate application of kappa.
In the second section the question is raised whether the concept of consistency of decisions is an
admissible substitute for decision reliability. In classical test theory reliability is defined as the
squared correlation between observed score and true score and theoretically equals the consistency or
correlation between parallel measurements. But decision consistency is not related in an analogous
way to the association between categories to which persons are assigned and their true states. In a
fully decision-oriented approach to test theory, optimality and not consistency of decisions should be
considered. Decisions can be optimal with respect to categories on the true score that the test
measures or with respect to categories on a criterion that the test predicts. Therefore, the concepts
internal and external optimality are introduced as the decision theoretic counterparts of reliability
and (predictive) validity in classical test theory. For deriving optimal decision procedures, it is neces-
sary to use a loss function; and in order to assess the optimality of the resulting decision procedure, a
coefficient is needed that is based on the loss function that is actually used. Coefficient delta (van der
Linden & Mellenbergh, 1978) has this property. The coefficient is defined for a broad class of decision
situations and loss functions; results for some special cases are known. In the remainder of the paper
the decision theoretic concepts of loss and risk, the coefficient delta, and some applications of delta to
the assessment of internal and external optimality are considered.
Kappa for Assessing Consistency
Following the suggestion made by Hambleton and Novick (1973), Swaminathan, Hambleton,
and Algina (1974) defined reliability of a decision procedure as the measure of agreement between the
decisions in repeated test administrations. Instead of choosing the known coefficient of agreement
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where p&dquo; is the proportion of persons placed in the i&dquo; category on both test administrations and k is
the number of categories, Swaminathan et al. (1974) recommended coefficient kappa as a measure of
agreement.
Coefficient kappa, introduced by Cohen (1960), is defined as
where po andpc are, respectively, the proportion of agreement and the chance-expected proportion of
agreement defined by
and
where p, and p, I are the marginal proportions. In the case of dichotomous decisions both propor-
tions can be computed from a test-retest or parallel test design as displayed in Table 1 a. Since in the
numerator and denominator of Equation 2, the chance-expected proportion of agreement, p~, is sub-
tracted, kappa can be interpreted as the proportion of agreement between decisions after chance
agreement is removed. Discussions of the properties of kappa, comparisons with other measures of
agreement, extensions, sampling distributions, and tests for statistical significance can be found in
Table 1
Parallel (Re)Test Design (a) And Decision
Table (b) For Dichotomous Test Decisions
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Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland (1976, chap. 11); Cohen (1960, 1968, 1972); Everitt (1968); Fleiss
(1971); Fleiss and Cohen (1973); Fleiss, Cohen, and Everitt (1969); Hubert (1977); Landis and Koch
(1975a, 1975b);.Light (1971); and Spitzer, Cohen, Fleiss, and Endicott (1967).
Of special interest is weighted kappa, an extension of coeffcient kappa introduced by Cohen
(1968) to meet the requirements of those situations in which some off-diagonal cells in the k x k ma-
trix are of greater importance than others. With this version of kappa, the availability of disagree-
ment weights v,i for the k2 cells of the k x k table is assumed; weighted kappa can then be obtained




Like kappa, coefficient weighted kappa is chance corrected: It can be interpreted as the proportion of
weighted agreement after weighted chance agreement is removed. It should be noted that weighted
kappa reduces to kappa when same weights are given to all diagonal cells and zero weights to all off-
diagonal cells of the k x k matrix. Thus kappa is a special case of weighted kappa, but unlike
weighted kappa, it is unaffected by discrepancies that exist between off-diagonal entries in the k x k
table.
One of the disadvantages of coefficients based on test-retest designs is that because of practice,
memory, or forgetting effects, it is hardly possible to obtain retest data that completely fulfill the re-
quirements of a statistical replication. This does not apply to parallel test designs in which, however,
the construction of a second test that meets these requirements is often a difficult task. For these
reasons a single administration coefficient is desirable. Huyhn (1976b) proposed such a coefficient of
decision consistency across repeated test administrations on the basis of a single test administration.
Using the beta-binomial model and assuming local independence between two parallel tests X and
X’, both of length n, the bivariate distribution m(~f~,X’) can be derived as a bivariate negative hyper-
geometric density with parameters a and P (Keats & Lord, 1962):
Using estimates from a single test administration for the parameters a and ~3, Huynh (1976b) pro-
posed to estimate the proportions in the cells of Table 1 a with Equation 7 and, after that, to apply the
usual procedure for computing coefficient kappa. From a slightly different angle Subkoviak (1976,
undated) proposed a method like Huynh’s (1976b) for estimating coefficient kappa from a single test
administration. Assuming that X and X’, given true score T, follow the binomial density, and assum-
ing local independence with respect to true score T, the proportion of agreement and the chance-ex-
pected proportions of agreement can be written as
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c is the cutting score on the test, and N the number of persons (Subkoviak, 1976, undated). After esti-
mating T, for all persons by the linear regression function,
po&dquo; and p,&dquo; can be computed and substituted in Equation 2 to obtain a single administration esti-
mate of coefficient kappa (Subkoviak, undated). It is interesting to note that the estimator of Equa-
tion 12, which is recommended by Subkoviak for unimodal distributions of X, together with the as-
sumption of X given T, is equivalent to assuming the beta-binomial model as has been done by Huynh
(Lord & Novick, 1968, chap. 23). But though the method of Huynh and Subkoviak draws upon the
same model, there is a difference. In Subkoviak’s method the proportions of agreement in Equations
8 and 9 are weighted averages over the sample of N persons, with the sample frequency of X on which
Estimator 12 of the binomial parameter T is based as weights. In Huynh’s method, however, the pro-
portions of agreement follow from Equation 7; and in deriving this equation a weighting with the
density of T is involved. Because of the unreliability of test scores X, a weighting with the density of T
and, after that, estimating the parameters in Equation 7 should be preferred to a weighting with the
frequency of the estimates in Equation 12. For this reason Huynh’s method is better suited than Sub-
koviak’s method to a single test administration estimation of kappa.
For the relation of kappa to test score reliability, cutting score and test length, analyses of simu-
lated data, and a generalization to multiple decisions the reader is referred to Huynh (1976b, 1976c,
1977), Algina and Noe (1978), and Subkoviak (1976, 1978, undated).
Although the formal aspects of the studies dealt with above are interesting, the meaning of co-
efficient kappa for determining decision consistency is to be criticized. Coefficient kappa was intro-
duced by Cohen (1960) as a coefficient of agreement between nominal scales. An area of application
mentioned by Cohen is that of determining agreement between clinical judgments, which are nearly
always nominal. In that area many investigators of interjudge agreement were accustomed to com-
pute the contingency coefficient C over the table with interjudge data as a measure of agreement or
the Pearson X2 for use as a test of the statistical hypothesis of no agreement. Both statistics are, how-
ever, improper, since they point to association and not to agreement.
In order to assess the meaning of coefficient kappa regarding decision consistency, which is an
application totally different from interjudge agreement, it is important to note the difference between
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association and agreement. Generally, two responses or measurements agree when they fall into the
same category, whereas they are associated when they are not distributed independently. From this
distinction it follows that for agreement the main diagonal of the table has a special meaning: Each
response to be classified into the main diagonal indicates agreement. For association, attention is not
focused on the main diagonal but on the conditional distributions in the rows or columns of the table;
differing conditional distributions indicate predictability of the one category from the other and,
therefore, association. Agreement can be considered as a special case of association; it exists to the
extent to which each of the conditional distributions has frequency in its own diagonal cell. The dis-
tinction between agreement and association can be stated from the point of view of weighting as well.
With association all frequencies in the table are considered as unweighted or, equivalently, as having
equal weights. The definition of agreement implies, however, a 0-1 weighting: All frequencies in the
main diagonal cells are weighted by 1 and in the off-diagonal cells by 0. Therefore, agreement is that
special case of association wherein the frequencies of all off-diagonal cells are weighted by zero. The
0-1 weighting procedure implied by the definition of agreement has a close relation to the nominal
character of the categories. Nominal categories are the same or are not the same; there is no ordering
or metric from which it may be derived that some pairs of categories are more alike than others. For
this reason there is nothing wrong in stating that agreement is that case of association that is specially
suited to nominal categories or in defining agreement as association between nominal scales. It
should be clear that Cohen’s (1960) proposal to use the coefficient of agreement kappa for determin-
ing the reliability of nominal interjudgment data is mainly a defense of the peculiar character that
association between nominal scales has.
From the above paragraph it follows that coefficient kappa is less appropriate for determining
the consistency of decisions based on tests. In the case of decisions the categories of the test-retest or
parallel test table are not nominal but ordered with respect to each other. There is always an under-
lying variable or external criterion for instance, mastery regions in criterion-referenced testing or
suitability categories in selecting applicants for jobs-which can be demarcated and by which an
ordering of the decisions is given. For the generalization of dichotomous to multiple decisions, it
therefore means that a difference of one category points to more consistency than a difference of two
categories, and the simple 0-1 weighting implied by coefficient kappa is far from appropriate. At first
glance this conclusion can be explained as a plea for using coefficient weighted kappa instead of co-
efficient kappa. It is unclear, however, what weights should be used: the distance from the cells to the
diagonal? or the square of this distance? Should all diagonal cells be weighted equally? or are con-
sistent decisions of one kind more important than consistent decisions of another kind? No procedure
seems available which provides a rational way to specify these weights. The reason is that evaluating
the quality of decision outcomes can only be based on a comparison between decisions and true states
(Table lb) and not on the comparison between decisions across two test administrations (Table la).
The loss function used in decision theory is based on the former, and in the next section it will be seen
that this loss function should be chosen for evaluating the quality of decision outcomes. In this con-
nection &dquo;consistency&dquo; has to be replaced by &dquo;optimality&dquo; as the decision theoretic counterpart of re-
liability and validity from classical test theory.
In addition to a loss function that is unsuited to the use of kappa as a coefficient for decision con-
sistency, kappa has another flaw. It can only reach its maximum value of +1.00 when the two mar-
ginal distributions are identical. A low kappa value calculated from Table la can, therefore, have two
sources: (1) the two test administrations give rise to decisions that are not consistent, and (2) the two
test administrations do not meet the requirement of statistical parallelism. The latter merely points to
the fact that one did not succeed in constructing a parallel test form or readministering the test under
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fully identical circumstances, and this may not be confounded with the quality of the decisions based
on one of these test administrations. A possible solution to this problem is the use of X/XM instead of x,
where xM is the maximum value of coefficient kappa permitted by the marginals (Cohen, 1960, p. 42)
or by Huynh’s (1976b) single administration method for estimating kappa. Note that this problem,
just as the problem of the improper loss function, does not exist for the area of application for which
Cohen introduced kappa. In assessing interjudge agreement, differing marginal distributions point to
differences in the frequencies with which judges classify persons into categories; this is, of course, dis-
agreement and should result in a lower value for the coefficient.
Optimality versus Consistency
The outcome of the previous section is that coefficient kappa is not suited to assessing the consis-
tency of decisions. A more fundamental question, however, is whether the concept consistency of deci-
sions is adequate from a decision theoretic point of view. In classical test theory the reliability of a test
is defined as the squared correlation between observed and true scores: ~2XT (Lord & Novick, 1968, p.
61). One of the first theorems that can be derived from the classical test model is that for parallel
measurements X and X’ (Lord & Novick, 1968, p. 63),
An appropriate procedure for assessing the reliability of measurements is, therefore, correlating
parallel measurements X and X’ and substituting the estimated correlation coefficient for the reliabil-
ity coefficient ,i xT’ Practical methods for obtaining estimated correlations between parallel measure-
ments are the well-known test-retest, parallel test, and internal consistency methods. These methods
are based on Equation 13 and their results are only valid when this equation holds. Note that in each
of these three methods consistency of measurements across test administrations, across parallel
forms, or across test parts plays a role and that Equation 13 permits the identification of reliability
and consistency of measurements.
In criterion-referenced measurement and mastery testing, the conceptualization of reliability
and consistency of decisions, as in the classical theory of reliability, has been proposed. This proposal
is implicit in Carver’s (1970) and Jackson’s (1970) suggestion to assess the reliability of decisions by
determining the consistency of decisions on parallel forms of a test. Hambleton and Novick (1973)
suggested that this be done by determining the consistency of decisions on two administrations of the
same test. Marshall and Haertel’s (1975) coefficient beta for the consistency across decisions based on
all possible test halves is a similar idea. Note how each of these three proposals resembles one of the
classical methods for determining measurement reliability; the only thing that differs is that decisions
are substituted for measurements.
The idea that classical test theory can be used for decisions by simply substituting dichotomies
that result from cutting scores on the true and observed scores variable for the original metric is, how-
ever, incorrect. In classical test theory the theorem of Equation 13 is valid, but an analogous theorem
does not hold for dichotomous decisions. The consistency of decisions is not related in the same way
to the association between decisions and true states as consistency of measurements is related to the
reliability coefficient. This can be shown rather trivially by the following counterexample. Suppose
that the cutting score on the true score variable is somewhere on the middle of the scale, so that for a
given population about the half the number of persons is suitable and the other half is not suitable.
Also suppose that the cutting score on the test has, for some reason, the minimum possible value,
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which means that all persons are accepted. This decision procedure is far from &dquo;reliable,&dquo; because for
about half the number of persons a decision is made which does not agree with their true state. Never-
theless, the consistency of the decisions will be perfect in the sense that the procedure will yield the
same decisions for all persons at a second occasion. Other examples making clear that for decisions
all possible combinations of consistency and &dquo;reliability&dquo; can occur can easily be constructed. The
reason is that consistency o f decisions only depends on the cutting score on the test, whereas &dquo;reliabil-
ity&dquo; of decisions depends on both the cutting score on the test and the true score variable.
It can be shown that decision consistency may be interpreted as reliability but that this only
holds under the condition that reliability with respect to a transformation of the original true score
variable is meant and not reliability with respect to the true states (suitable and not suitable). Suppose
that the decisions rejected and accepted are coded as 0 and 1 and thatflXlT) denotes the conditional
density ofX given T. Using the classical test theory true score definition, which says that the true score
for a fixed person is equal to the expected observed score, the true score T’ pertaining to the observed
dichotomy {0,1} can be defined:
Defining this true score, classical test theory applies to the observed dichotomy {0,1} and T’, and with-
in this context it is correct to posit that the consistency of dichotomous decisions reflects their reli-
ability with respect to T’. But, obviously, we are not interested in reliability with respect to T’, which
for the conditional densities f(X~T) mostly encountered in psychometrics is merely an increasing
monotonic transformation of T, but in the reliability of the decisions rejected vs. accepted with respect
to the true states suitable vs. not suitable.
In a decision theoretic approach to test theory the entire decision situation should be considered,
including the cutting scores on the test and the variable with respect to which decisions are made. The
situation is displayed in Table lb. For the sake of generality a general variable Z is used to denote the
variable on which the intervals suitable and not suitable are demarcated. In most applications Z will
be either the underlying true score variable T or an external criterion Y with respect to which the de-
cisions are to be made. Note that Table lb can be derived from the bivariate density k(X, Z) and dif-
fers from Table la used in the methods that identify decision consistency with reliability. Table lb is
the decision table that plays a central role in determining optimal cutting scores on the test for a given
bivariate density k(X, Z) and cutting score d on Z (Hambleton & Novick, 1973; Mellenbergh, Kop-
pelaar, & van der Linden, 1977; Subkoviak & Wilcox, 1978; van der Linden & Mellenbergh, 1977). In
addition to the decision table a loss function, which specifies the &dquo;costs&dquo; of all possible decision out-
comes for the decision maker, is required for a fully decision theoretic approach.
The assessment of the quality of the decision procedure should be based on this decision table
and loss function. In decision theory the quality of decisions is frequently measured by the optimality
of the expected loss or Bayes risk. This measure is based both on information from the decision table
and the loss function defined in this table. According to the authors of this paper, the term reliability
should be deleted for decisions and replaced by internal optimality. Reliability is a concept with a def-
inite meaning within the framework of classical test theory and should only be used for measure-
ments. Internal optimality refers to the expected loss or risk incurred in making decisions with re-
spect to categories of the true score variable T underlying the test. Note how both concepts are each
other’s counterparts: The former refers to the relation between true and observed scores and is based
on the squared error loss function, whereas the latter refers to the relation between categories on the
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true and observed score variables and is based on a loss function defined on the relation between
these categories. The external optimality of a decision procedure could also be considered as the de-
cision theoretic counterpart of (predictive) validity from classical test theory. In that case the variable
Z in Table lb is not the true score T, but an independent criterion Y, which the test is supposed to be
predicting or correlating with. The external optimality of a decision procedure indicates the expected
loss or risk incurred in making decisions with respect to categories of this independent criterion Y.
Again, it is not based on the squared error loss function, as the validity coefficient is, but makes use of
a loss function defined on the relation between the categories on the external criterion and on the test.
Loss, Risk, and Coefficient Delta
For evaluating decisions it is necessary to use a loss function which specifies the total costs or
value of all possible decision outcomes. These costs may concern all relevant psychological, social,
and economic consequences which the decision brings along. The general form of a loss function is
L()( ,z); the loss resulting from a decision is both a function of the observed score X on the basis of
which the decision is made and the position on Z of the person for which the decision is made. For a
given value of the variable Z, the risk of a decision rule is the expected value of the loss with respect to
the distribution of X (Ferguson, 1967, p. 7). The Bayes risk is the expected value of the risk with re-
spect to the distribution of Z (Ferguson, 1967, p. 31). The result is that the Bayes risk can be consid-
ered as the expected value of the loss with respect to the joint distribution k()(,z) of the random vari-
ables X and Z in a given population of subjects:
The variable Z is considered a continuous variable bounded by its relation to X. However, it may be
considered a discrete variable: Substituting the summation sign for the integral sign in Equation 15
will not alter the derivations given below. In the remainder of this paper the integral sign will be used,
and the Bayes risk will shortly be called the risk.
Hambleton and Novick (1973), Gross and Su (1975), Huynh (1976a), Petersen (1976), and Mel-
lenbergh, Koppelaar, and van der Linden (1977) used threshold loss functions. For a cutting score c
on the observed score X and a cutting score d on the variable Z, the threshold loss function is
Petersen (1976) has pointed out that the threshold loss function is rather unrealistic. For example, in
the threshold loss function it is supposed that for all accepted, not suitable subjects the amount of loss
is equal. It will be more realistic to suppose that for accepted, not suitable subjects the loss is a mon-
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otonically increasing function of the variable Z. Van der Linden and Mellenbergh (1977) used a linear
loss function:
An example of this function is given in Figure 1. The parameter ao is a constant for all rejected sub-
jects ; it can, for example, represent the costs for testing. The parameter ai is a constant for all
accepted subjects; it can, for example, represent the costs for testing and for an educational program.
Both bo(Z-d) and b1(d-Z) represent amounts of loss dependent on the score on the variable Z. These
terms are proportional to the difference between the score on Z and the cutting score on Z; the para-
meters bo and b1 are the constants of proportionality. The value of ao and a, should be chosen relative
to each other and to bo(Z-d) and b,(d-Z), in such a manner that the resulting loss function represents
as adequately as possible the total costs of all relevant consequences of the decisions. In general, the
need to select values for the parameters of a loss function limits the practical utility of the decision
theoretic approach. The linear loss function given here has, however, the advantage that under the
condition ao = al the parameter values may remain unspecified for some situations (van der Linden &
Mellenbergh, 1977).
In decision theory the risk may be taken as an index of the quality of the decision procedure: The
smaller the risk, the better the decision rule. Therefore, the risk is a proper starting-point for deriving
decision-oriented coefficients for tests. Two disadvantages of the risk have to be removed. First, in
test theory it is more conventional to define indices in which the scale has a direction opposite to that
Figure 1
An Example of the Linear Loss Function, ao t a,, bo t bi
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in which the risk is represented. Second, the range of possible values for the risk can be different from
the standard interval (0,1), whereas in test theory indices are nearly always defined on this interval.
For removing both disadvantages van der Linden and Mellenbergh (1978) introduced coefficient del-
ta :
R&dquo;~R~, where Rn and Re are hypothetical reference points with a decision theoretic interpretation. R&dquo;
is the risk in the situation in which the given test score distribution h(x) would have no information
about the true scores. This notion is formalized by the statement that X and Z are stochastically inde-
pendent :
where h(X) and g(Z) are, respectively, the densities of X and Z. R, can be interpreted as the risk in the
situation in which the given test score distribution h(X) would have complete information about the
true scores. Formally, this means that X and Z are functionally dependent, with Z as an increasing
function of X. It should be noted that the conditions of stochastic independence and functional
dependence are hypothetical borderline cases for a fixed distribution h(X) and cutting score c. No
empirical assumptions are involved; h(X) and c are considered fixed merely as a consequence of con-
sidering the same test, test administration, and cutting score under different, nonexisting conditions.
Coefficient delta is defined over the correct table, contains the proper loss function, and repre-
sents the association between decisions and true states. It is a standardization of the decision
theoretic risk which is used as a criterion in optimizing the decision procedure. For this reason coef-
ficient delta should be interpreted as a coefficient for the optimality of a decision procedure: The
closer delta is to 1, the closer the risk incurred by the decision procedure is to its minimal value. In or-
der to obtain an optimal decision procedure and, thereby, a high value for coefficient delta, two
conditions should be fulfilled. First, the observed variable X should contain as complete as possible
information about the variable Z. This can be attained by using a test that yields a bivariate distribu-
tion of (X,Z) with minimal scatter around its regression function E(ZIX). Second, the cutting scores
used on the test should have optimal values. These values are to be found as the values that minimize
the risk in Equation 15. Dependent upon whether T or Y is substituted for Z, delta is a coefficient for
the internal or external optimality of the decision procedure, and different practical methods should
be used to fulfill both conditions as well as possible.
Assessing Internal and External Optimality
Equation 18 is the general form of coefficient delta. Special cases for dichotomous decisions have
been described by van der Linden and Mellenbergh (1978). From their derivations it immediately fol-
lows that the threshold loss function of Equation 16, with the restrictions 1,. = 1,,, = I and 100 = 111 =
0 and with the assumption of an increasing regression function of Z on X, yields a form of coefficient
delta which is identical to Loevinger’s coefficient H (Loevinger, 1947) between the dichotomized vari-
ables X and Z. When the test is used for the placement of persons into categories of the true score
variable T underlying the test, coefficient delta takes the form of Loevinger’s H computed over the
proportions p,, in Table lb with T instead of Z. Assuming that the beta-binomial model holds, these
proportions can be estimated by using a computer program described by Koppelaar, van der Linden,
and Mellenbergh (1977). In this computer program the method of the moments is used to estimate the
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beta parameters; for a discussion of maximum likelihood estimators the reader is referred to Griffiths
(1973).
Instead of the beta-binomial model, an empirical Bayes approach such as Method 20 of Lord
(1969) can be used; assuming a compound binomial model of X, given T and a smooth distribution of
X, this method provides the bivariate distribution of X and T from which the proportions of Table lb
can be derived. For a computer program the reader is referred to Wingersky, Lees, Lennon, and Lord
(1969). When the test is used for placement of persons into categories of an external criterion Y, the
proportions p,, have to be estimated from Table lb, with Y instead of Z. An empirical bivariate fre-
quency distribution may be used to obtain estimates of these proportions. It should be noted that the
assumption of an increasing regression function of Y on X in this case can be checked by inspecting
this frequency distribution.
For the linear loss function of Equation 17 the risk is:
(van der Linden & Mellenbergh, 1977). Using k(X,Z) = p(Z~X)h(X), J±~p(Z~X) dZ = 1, and
f ±~Zp (ZIX) dZ = E(ZIX), where p(ZIX) and E(ZIX) are the distribution and the expected value of Z
given X , it follows that
Considering decisions with respect to T and assuming the regression function E(Z~X) to be Kelley’s
linear regression function, (Lord & Novick, 1968, p. 65),
coefficient delta for the internal optimality appears to be equal to the classical reliability coefficient
en&dquo; This can be shown by noting that in case of no and complete information about T, Kelley’s re-
gression line equals
- r ,...,.1
respectively, substituting Equations 22, 23, and 24 into Equation 21 and substituting the results in
turn into the definition of coefficient delta, Equation 18. In this case coefficient delta can be esti-
mated according to the theory of estimating the classical reliability coefficient (Lord & Novick, 1968,
chap. 9).
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Considering decisions with respect to an external criterion Y and assuming the regression func-
tion E(ZIX) to be the regression line,
coefficient delta for the external optimality appears to be equal to the classical validity coefficient eXY.
Noting that in case of no and complete information from X about Y the regression line will be equal
to
respectively, this can be shown by substituting in the same way as before. In this case delta can be es-
timated according to the normal procedure of estimating a correlation coefficient.
Finally, it should be realized that the equality of coefficient delta to the reliability and validity co-
efficient relies heavily upon the assumption of linearity for E(TIX) and E(Y[X). Generally, the regres-
sion of Z on X will be curvilinear rather than linear, and delta will differ from the reliability or validity
coefficient to some extent. The seriousness of this departure may, however, be checked by inspecting
the estimated bivariate frequency distributions of (T, X) and (Y, X) and assessing the departures from
linearity shown by the estimated conditional means. The first distribution can be obtained by using
the aforementioned Method 20 of Lord, the latter by simply collecting pairs of observations (Y, X)
from a random sample of persons.
Numerical Example
The coefficients reviewed in this paper were evaluated using data from end-of-unit criterion-
referenced tests in a mastery learning course on elementary statistics. The teachers of this course con-
sidered a student as having mastered the contents of a unit of instruction if he/she could respond cor-
rectly to at least 80% of the total domain of multiple-choice items. Therefore, the cutting score d on
the true score variable of these tests was fixed at .80. De Bruyne (1976, p. 97) tested the beta-binomial
model for eight tests used in the course. For six of these tests the right tail probabilities of the chi-
square values indicate that the fit of the model to the data was acceptable; classification proportions
were computed using the computer program described by Koppelaar, van der Linden, and Mellen-
bergh (1977).
The results are given in the lines of Table 2 denoted by poo, fioi, fiio, and pn. From these propor-
tions Loevinger’s H was estimated, to which coefficient delta is identical in case of the loss function of
Equation 16 under the restrictions 110 = loi = 1 and loo = 111 = 0. When the linear loss function of
Equation 17 is used, coefficient delta is identical to the reliability coefficient; the former can then be
estimated using an estimate of the latter. For this purpose estimates of the Kuder-Richardson For-
mula 20 were used; the estimates were obtained by substituting statistics computed from the sample
for the parameters in the definition of KR20. KR20 is a lower bound on the reliability coefficient, and
it may thus be expected that the figures in Table 2 give a value for coefficient delta which is too low.
The estimated values of coefficient kappa in the last line of Table 2 were computed with Huynh’s
(1976b) method. As the computational work is rather tedious for tests of the given lengths, the normal
approximation for kappa was used, together with a linear interpolation of the tables for the univariate
and bivariate standard normal distributions given by Gupta (1963). The most conspicuous aspect of
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Table 2
Goodness of Fit, Classification Proportions, Coefficient Delta, and
Coefficient Kappa for Six Multiple Choice Tests Elementary Statistics
the results represented in Table 2 is the lack of agreement between the estimated values of coefficient
delta (H and Q,,.,,) and kappa. The latter clearly points to other properties of the decision procedure
than the former does; it is conspicuous that the estimated values for kappa are systematically lower.
From coefficient kappa a more pessimistic impression of the decision qualities of these tests is ob-
tained than from coefficient delta.
Discussion
In the previous sections two main points were stressed several times. The first is that coefficients
for decision consistency necessarily suffer from an improper loss function. It is unclear what weights
should be used for differences between decisions across repeated use of the same decision procedure.
This is due to the fact that weights defined for inconsistencies in decisions can never represent the loss
in fact incurred, since this loss is a function of the discrepancies between the decisions actually made
and the decisions that should be made on the basis of the position of the person on the variable Z.
The second point is that decision consistency and reliability are not equivalent concepts. A
theorem comparable to Equation 13 does not hold for decisions. Therefore, the body of classical test
theory does not apply, and &dquo;decision reliability&dquo; cannot be determined with procedures for determin-
ing measurement reliability. Instead, a theory and procedures should be adopted which take the
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peculiarities of decisions, the presence of cutting scores, and their positions on the variables Z and X
into account.
According to a decision theoretic approach, not a cross-partitioned X x X~ table like Table la,
but the decision table, which results from a cross-partitioning of the (X, Z) space, is considered. As far
as a psychometric model for measurements is involved, this model is only used for analyzing the bi-
variate distribution of (X, Z) underlying the decision table. The risk or expected loss is a good starting
point for assessing the quality of decisions. Coefficient delta shows on a standardized scale how far
the risk is away from its optimum: the optimal value pertains to the situation wherein the test con-
tains complete information about Z. For this reason it may be interpreted as a coefficient for the opti-
mality of the decision procedure, the internal optimality when Z = T and the external optimality when
Z = Y is considered.
The finding that for decisions the concepts consistency and reliability are not equivalent has con-
sequences for other research results, mainly in the area of criterion-referenced measurement or
mastery testing. Coefficient kappamax was introduced and analyzed by Huynh (1977) as the maxi-
mum value of kappa over all possible cutting scores on the test. Although this coefficient may have
some meaning for standardizing kappa, it is less appropriate for evaluating decisions than kappa it-
self. In addition to the cutting score on the variable Z with respect to which the decisions are made,
this coefficient even ignores the cutting score c on X. The value of c for which kappa is maximal (this
is not the value of c for which the decisions are optimal according to a decision theoretic approach)
can differ from the cutting score actually used. Kappamax ought, therefore, to be interpreted as a co-
efficient for the consistency of decisions which may be other than the ones made by the decision pro-
cedure under consideration.
In Emrick’s evaluation model for mastery testing, an important step is the substitution of the
average interitem correlation for the correlation between mastery state and item response (Emrick &
Adams, 1969; Emrick, 1971). This is an application of the theorem in Equation 13 to decisions at the
level of an individual item, and the fact that this theorem does not apply to decisions invalidates the
model for its purpose.
Analogous to Cronbach’s alpha, which can be considered the average correlation between all
possible split halves of a test corrected for test length, Marshall and Haertel (1975) introduced a mean
split-half coefficient of agreement (see also Marshall, 1975). This coefficient, denoted by beta, is the
average of Equation 1 computed over all possible pairs of test halves. The analogy of coefficient beta
to Cronbach’s alpha is, however, improper. The latter is a lower bound for the reliability coefficient
within the framework of classical test theory, of which Equation 13 is a part. For decisions an anal-
ogous theorem does not hold, and this makes beta inappropriate as a coefficient for decision relia-
bility.
Summarizing, the decision problem in testing consists of the following elements: an observed
score X on a test, a variable Z, the relation between these variables, a decision table with possible out-
comes, a loss function, and a coefficient for assessing the quality of the test for making decisions. In
applications, specifications are made. The variable Z can be interpreted in different ways. The most
important distinction is the one between an observed and an unobserved variable. For an observed
variable Z the relation between Z and X is determined empirically. For an unobserved variable Z
psychometric theory is necessary for determining the relation between Z and X. The unobserved vari-
able Z has been interpreted as the true score of the observed score; use has been made of classical test
theory, the beta-binomial error model, and the beta-compound binomial error model. Another possi-
ble interpretation of an unobserved Z is the latent trait that the test is measuring; for this interpreta-
tion latent-trait theory can be used for determining the relation between Z and X (Fischer, 1974; Lord
& Novick, 1968).
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The decision problems considered are dichotomous: one cutting score on both variables and four
possible outcomes in the decision table (Table lb). This can be generalized to multiple-decision prob-
lems : (k-1) cutting scores on both variables and k2 possible outcomes in the decision table (van der
Linden & Mellenbergh, 1978). Furthermore, in this paper the threshold loss function and the linear
loss function have been considered. It is also possible to investigate other loss functions. Finally, coef-
ficient delta has been used for assessing the quality of a test for making decisions. It is possible that
other indices also based on the risk can be constructed for assessing the quality of a test in decision
making.
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